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Author's response to reviews:

Dear Editors,

we have made all the minor revisions requested. These are highlighted in the submitted document in yellow and include:

Page 3, third line from bottom, rephrase ‘population of a defined catchment population'
Page 5 last para, incomplete sentence beginning ‘while four PCTs….
Page 8, full stop needed end of para one
Page 8 last para, line one, delete ‘across'
Discussion, line 6, should ‘PCTs’ read ‘PCT’?
Page 10, 5 lines from bottom ‘identify’ is repeated,
Page 19 footnote 3, replace if with of
Page 19 footnote 4, replace ‘choronary’ with ‘coronary’
Table 4 replace ‘ration’ with ‘ratio’

Best Regards

Clare Graley
Kate May
David McCoy